
We’re the PLC experts  
to call when your plant needs 

repairs within  
hours, not days!

www.PLCparamedics.com
(410) 457-4577

First Response 
Service Agreements

How it Works What is Covered & What is not

1. Service Agreements are primarily designed to 
cover labor expenses associated with service calls. 
Replacement parts and labor costs associated 
with projects are not covered. 

2. Service Agreements expire two (2) years from 
the date they began, or when all the hours in the 
agreement have been used, whichever comes 
first. Unused time will not be refunded. If all 
hours are used before the expiration date of the 
agreement, you will be given the opportunity to 
immediately begin a new two (2) year Service 
Agreement without interruption of service. 
Service Agreements that are not renewed within 
thirty (30) days of expiration may be subject to 
an additional one-time fee to cover the cost of 
backing up all components. 
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Peace of mind 
year-round…

        …with a First Response 
Service Agreement!
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1. The first step is a FREE, no obligation site visit to 
evaluate your equipment. Our technician - along 
with a representative of your company - will survey 
your plant to determine what programmable 
equipment you have, what is currently backed up, 
what may need to be backed up, and any other 
considerations. With your permission, we will take 
pictures of the components to be covered, and 
in many cases, we will be able to let you know 
instantly if we have the necessary equipment to 
perform a back up. In most cases, this process 
takes about an hour and has no impact on 
production.

2. After the site visit is complete we will compile 
the information and provide you with a quote 
for a one-time charge to back up and “Tag” 
your equipment and discuss whether a Service 
Agreement is appropriate.

3. Once a Service Agreement is purchased, we will 
schedule a visit to back up and “Tag” all covered 
equipment. At this point, your customized file will 
be created. We will provide YOU with a copy of 
the file, we will store and maintain a copy for our 
archives, and a copy will be installed on the remote 
support computer that will remain onsite for the 
duration of the Service Agreement. (This alone is 
easily worth the full cost of the agreement!)

4. During the term of the Service Agreement, 
whenever you need help just call us and we will 
remotely access your system to determine the 
best course of action to restore service. If on-site 
support is necessary, a technician is dispatched to 
your location as soon as possible. We are excellent 
at getting you up and running again quickly! 
The labor costs are covered by your Service 
Agreement. You will receive an invoice- with a zero 
balance- detailing the work performed, and the 
hours remaining on your Service Agreement.  



Free Initial Site Survey Yes

Minimize Unplanned Expenses Yes

One-Time Program Back ups Yes

Number of Field Support Hours Included 
in Agreement (Including Travel Time) 400

Receive Absolute Top Priority Response 
over Non-Members Yes

Remote Support Kit (Computer, Programming 
Software, Communication Cables) Yes

Scheduled Service Cost Per hour $100

Cost Savings Compared to Non-Members 33%

Length of Agreement 2 Years

Total Cost of  2 Year Agreement * $40,000

   * Payment Options: Savings:

$5,000 per Quarter $0

$19,000 per Year $2,000

$36,000 (2) Year agreement paid in full $4,000

www.PLCparamedics.comCall: (410) 457-4577

Description: First Response 
Service Agreement

One of the most important services PLC Paramedics 
offer is downtime-reducing PLC repair and support. 
Emaint Enterprises reports that downtime in the auto 
industry costs as much as $22,000 per minute. What 
is your cost of downtime? $1,000/hr.? $5,000/hr.? 
Perhaps even $10,000/hr. or more?

While the specific sum may change, the extraordinary 
cost of downtime remains a constant. And it’s not 
just the cost of lost production; missed shipments, 
broken customer promises, and in some cases even 
environmental or other dangerous consequences could 
be a result.

Things that can provoke downtime in industrial PLCs 
include:

• Blackouts and power outages
• Lightning strikes
• Power surges
• Physical damage
• Botched programming updates and human error

Are you prepared for a PLC failure? Do you have 
the people, software & cables, and program backups 
in place to restore your system? Experience shows 
probably not.

 For this reason, it is vital that you have a strategy for 
minimizing downtime in the event of a PLC disaster.  

For less than the cost of a minimum wage employee you 
could have priority access to our team of Technicians 
& Engineers and we could have your system back up & 
running again… in many cases in under an hour.


